We study adaptive greedy algorithms for the problems of stochastic set cover with perfect and imperfect coverages. In stochastic set cover with perfect coverage, we are given a set of items A and a ground set B. Evaluating an item reveals its state which is a random subset of B drawn from the state distribution of the item. Every element in B is assumed to be present in the state of some item with probability 1. For this problem, we show that the adaptive greedy algorithm has an approximation ratio of H(|B|), the |B| th Harmonic number. In stochastic set cover with imperfect coverage, an element in the ground set need not be present in the state of any item. We show a reduction from this problem to the former problem; the adaptive greedy algorithm for the reduced instance has an approxiation ratio of H(|E |), where E ⊆ A×B is the set of pairs (F,e) such that the state of item F contains e with positive probability.
Introduction
We study two variants of the stochastic set cover problem. In both these problems, we are given a ground set B and a collection of items A. Each F ∈ A is characterized by a probability distribution p F : 2 B → [0,1]. When item F is evaluated, it reveals a random subset V (F ) ∼ p F which is called the state of F . Define ∀(F,e) ∈ A×B : q F (e) def = Pr[e ∈ V (F )] = V ∋e p F (V ): this is the probability with which the state of F includes e. We assume that the q F 's are given but p F 's are not. Repeated evaluations of an item yields the same state: in particular, evaluations of an item F by two distinct algorithms yields the same V (F ). We assume states of items are mutually independent: conditioning on the complete or partial state of items other than F does not alter the state distribution of F . Let C(F ) denote the cost of evaluating F . Our goal is to evaluate a subset of items S such that E[ F ∈S C(F )] is minimized subject to the following constraint:
We will focus on oblivious algorithms: conditioning on the event that F was evaluated by an oblivious algorithm does not alter its state distribution. The first of our two problems is stochastic set cover with perfect coverage. In this problem, we assume:
In other words, every element in B is included in the state of some item with probability 1. Our second problem is stochastic set cover with imperfect coverage which does not involve Assumption (2).
Related Work
Stochastic set cover with perfect coverage has been studied in [2, 3, 4, 5] . Goemans and Vondrák [3] study the adaptivity gap in stochastic covering problems 1 . An adaptive stochastic set cover algorithm is one which evaluates items iteratively, with the choice of the item in the current iteration being influenced by the item states revealed in the previous iterations. In contrast, a non-adaptive algorithm needs to choose its items upfront based only on the knowledge of their state distributions in a manner which satisfies Constraint (1). The adaptivity gap is the maximum possible ratio between the expected cost of the optimal adaptive algorithm vs the optimal non-adaptive algorithm. For stochastic set cover with perfect coverage, Goemans and Vondrák [3] show that the adaptivity gap can be as large as Ω(|B|) and is bounded by O(|B| 2 ), where |B| is the size of the ground set. The greedy algorithm for the deterministic set cover problem [10] can be generalized as an adaptive algorithm for stochastic set cover with perfect coverage. This is the Greedy algorithm described in Section 2. Golovin and Krause [4] show that Greedy has an approximation ratio of (1+ln|B|) 2 . Deshpande, Hellerstein and Kletenik [2] show that Greedy has an approximation ratio of O(max F ∈A |supp(p F )|(1+lnκ)) where supp(p F ) is the support of the state distribution function p F , and κ is the maximum cardinality of any state which is realizable with positive probability. Hellerstein and Kletenik [5] show that Greedy has an approximation ratio of O(1+ lnκ ηE ) where η E is the smallest expected number of new elements that are covered when Greedy evaluates an item. In this paper, we show that Greedy has an approximation ratio of H(|B|) ≤ 1+log|B| which strictly improves the bound of [4] and brings the approximation ratio closer to that of the greedy algorithm for the deterministic set cover problem [1, 6, 8, 9] .
For the problem of stochastic set cover with imperfect coverage, we are not aware of any known approximation algorithms prior to this work.
Stochastic Set Cover with Perfect Coverage: Greedy Algorithm
Greedy evaluates items sequentially. Let F i denote the i th item evaluated by Greedy.
th residual system, and say that the event Γ(i;A i ,B i ) occured. Define:
Greedy terminates if B i = Φ. Otherwise Greedy evaluates
qF (e)>0 unitprice i (F,A i ,B i ) and computes the new residual system (A i+1 ,B i+1 ). In the latter case, ∀e ∈ B i \B i+1 , we say e is covered by F i in Greedy and denote this by F i ≻ e.
For all F ∈ G, we define unitprice(F ) to be the unitprice of F just before its evaluation. Further:
If an element e is not covered by any item when Greedy terminates, we set price(e) def = 0. Let G denote the set of all items evaluated by Greedy. The termination condition of Greedy guarantees Constraint (1) . We now analyze the cost of Greedy. 
Analysis of the Greedy Algorithm
Let (A,B) denote the residual system at the start of Greedy. The following fact is used repeatedly in our analysis. Fact 1. Both Greedy and optimal are oblivious algorithms, and item states are independent. This implies that the conditional state distribution of an item F -given that F was evaluated by Greedy or optimal or both or neither, and given (partial or complete) information about the state of any items other than F -is the same as the unconditional state distribution of F .
Proof.
Let O be the set of items evaluated by the optimal algorithm (optimal). For an item F , we define:
Claim 3.
Let e 1 ,e 2 ,...e |B| be an ordering of elements in B such that elements covered earlier precede the elements covered later, with ties broken arbitrarily.
Claim 4.
Let F ← e denote the event that element e was covered by item F in optimal. We assume WLOG that optimal is also a sequential algorithm like Greedy. Elements removed from the residual system of optimal due to the evaluation of item F are considered to be covered by F in optimal. Claim 5. 
Eqn (14) follows from the fact that the number of elements in B i covered by F i in optimal cannot exceed the corresponding number in Greedy. Suppose E[ e∈Bi 1 Fi←e |Γ(i;A i ,B i )∧F i ≻ e j ] > 0. We now have:
Now consider any
We have:
Eqn (16) holds because, in each iteration, Greedy chooses the item which minimizes unitprice. We now have:
Thus, we have:
Hence,
Hence the theorem holds.
Stochastic Set Cover with Imperfect Coverage
We now describe a reduction from an instance I of stochastic set cover with imperfect coverage to an instance J of stochastic set cover with perfect coverage. Let A, B, p F , and q F be the items, ground set, state distributions, and marginal distributions in I. 3 Consider the bipartite graph G = (A,B,E) where E consists of all edges (F,e) ∈ A × B s.t. q F (e) > 0. We refer to G as the bipartite graph induced by I. Define function
}. Suppose the evaluation of item F yields the state B in instance I; µ F (B) can then be readily computed from G.
We create instance J as follows: the set of items in J is A and the ground set is E. Suppose the evaluation of item F yields the state B in I; we then treat the state of item F in J to be µ F (B). This construction implies that the marginal distributions m F in J are as follows:
∀F ∈ A,∀(F 1 ,e) ∈ E, m F ((F 1 ,e) 
This completes the description of instance J .
Theorem 8. The solution produced by Greedy on J yields a solution to I with an approximation ratio H(|E|),
where E is the set of edges in the bipartite graph induced by I.
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Proof. It is easy to verify that S ⊆ A is a valid solution for I if and only if it is a valid solution for J . Our reduction guarantees that ∀(F,e) ∈ E, the state of F in J contains (F,e) with probability 1. Hence, Assumption (2) is satisfied which makes J an instance of stochastic set cover with perfect coverage. The theorem now follows by noting that the size of the ground set in J is |E|.
Open Problem
The greedy algorithm for deterministic set cover problem has an approximation ratio of H(ℓ), where ℓ is the maximum cardinality of an item [1] . Analogously, does Greedy have an approximation ratio of H(n) for stochastic set cover with perfect coverage where n is the maximum cardinality of any state which is realizable with positive probability?
